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Abstract We find an asymptotic expression of the volume of the intersection of the N dimensional
sphere with p = αN random half spaces when α is less than a critical value. This expression
coincides with the one found by Gardner [3] using replica calculations. We get also the same
value for αc. Our proof is rigorous and based on the cavity method. The required decay
of correlations is obtained by means of a geometrical argument which holds for general
Hamiltonians. To cite this article: M. Shcherbina, B. Tirozzi, C. R. Acad. Sci. Paris, Ser. I
334 (2002) 803–806.  2002 Académie des sciences/Éditions scientifiques et médicales
Elsevier SAS

Sur le volume de l’intersection d’une boule avec des demi espaces
aléatoires

Résumé Nous trouvons une expression asymptotique du volume de l’intersection d’une boule à N
dimensions avec p = αN demi espaces aléatoires quand α ne depasse pas la valeur
critique αc . Cette expression est la même que celle trouvée par Gardner [3] en utilisant
un calcul de repliques. Nous trouvons aussi la mème valeur de αc. Notre démonstration est
rigoureuse et basée sur la methode de la cavité. La nécessaire décroissance des corrélations
est obtenue en utilisant un argument géométrique qui est vrai pour des hamiltoniens
généraux. Pour citer cet article : M. Shcherbina, B. Tirozzi, C. R. Acad. Sci. Paris, Ser. I
334 (2002) 803–806.  2002 Académie des sciences/Éditions scientifiques et médicales
Elsevier SAS

1. Introduction

For very large integer N consider the N -dimensional sphere SN of radius N1/2 centered in the origin and
p = αN independent random half spaces �µ (µ = 1, . . . , p). Let �µ = {J ∈ RN : N−1/2(ξ (µ),J ) � k},
where ξ (µ) are i.i.d. random vectors with i.i.d. Bernulli components ξ

(µ)
j and k is the distance from �µ to

the origin. The problem is to find the maximum value of α such that the volume of the intersection of SN
with

⋂
�µ is not “too small” (i.e., of order e−N const). More precisely, we study the “typical” behaviour as
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N → ∞ of

�N,p(k) = σ−1
N

∫
SN

dJ

p∏
µ=1

θ
(
N−1/2(ξ (µ),J

) − k
)
, (1)

where σN is the volume of SN and θ(x) as usually is the function, assuming +1 in the positive semi axis
and 0 in the negative.

This geometrical question is motivated also by the neural networks theory. It corresponds to the question
how many patterns can be stored by the network of N spins, or more precisely, what is the volume of the
interaction couplings Jij for which p independent patterns of N independent ±1 bits can be retrieved by the
neural dynamics in the limit N,p → ∞, p/N → α. The answer was conjectured by Gardner [3] by means
of nonrigorous replica calculations. She found the critical value αc(k) ≡ ( 1√

2π

∫ ∞
−k(u + k)2 e−u2/2 du

)−1

and shows that for α � αc the volume of the intersection decays as N → ∞ faster than e−LN with any
positive L. Our main goal is to prove rigorously the results of [3].

To formulate our main theorem we should remark that since �N,p(k) can be zero with nonzero
probability (e.g., if for some µ = ν, ξ (µ) = −ξ (ν)), we cannot, as usually in statistical mechanics, just
study log�N,p(k). To avoid this difficulty, we take some large enough M and replace the log function by
the function log(MN), defined as log(MN) X = log max{X, e−MN }.

THEOREM 1.1. – For any α � αc(k) N−1 log(MN) �N,p(k) is self-averaging in the limit N,p → ∞,
p/N → α (i.e., its variance tends to 0 in this limit) and for M large enough there exists

lim
N,p→∞E

{
N−1 log(MN) �N,p(k)

} = min
0�q�1

[
αE

{
log H

(
u
√
q + k√

1 − q

)}
+ 1

2

q

1 − q
+ 1

2
log(1 − q)

]
,

where H(x) ≡ 1√
2π

∫ ∞
x

e−t2/2 dt , u is a Gaussian random variable with zero mean variance 1 and E{·} is

the averaging with respect to u.
For α > αc(k), E{N−1 log(MN) �N,p(k)} → −∞, as N → ∞ and then M → ∞.

We remark here that the self-averaging of N−1 log�N,p(k) was proven also in [16].

2. Method and results

It can be easily seen, that the Gardner problem (1) is very similar to problems of statistical mechanics,
where the integrals with respect to N variables in the limit N → ∞ are studied. But due to technical reasons
it is not convenient to study directly the model (1) with θ functions. That is why we use a common trick:
substitute the θ -functions appearing in the expression of the partition function (1) by some smooth functions
which depend on the small parameter ε and tend, as ε → 0, to the θ -functions. We choose for this purpose
H(−xε−1/2) with H(x) defined in Theorem 1.1 but the particular form of this function is not important
for us. The most important fact is that its logarithm should be a convex function. To substitute in (1) the
integration over SN by the integration over the whole RN we use another well known trick in statistical
mechanics. We add to the Hamiltonian a term depending on the additional free parameter z. At the end of
our considerations we can choose this parameter in order to provide the condition that for large N only a
small neighborhood of SN gives the main contribution to our integral. Thus, we consider the Hamiltonian
of the form

HN,p(J , k, z, ε) ≡ −
p∑

µ=1

log H

(
k − (ξ (µ),J )N−1/2

√
ε

)
+ z

2
(J ,J )+ h(h,J ). (2)

Where the last term h(h,J ) is the scalar product of the variables J with some vector h with independent
random components introduced for getting the self averaging of the order parameters of the theory (see
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below) [5,8,9]. The free energy and the Gibbs average for this Hamiltonian are

ZN,p(k, z, ε) = σ−1
N

∫
dJ e−HN,p(J ), 〈·〉 =

∫
(·)dJ e−HN,p(J ), fN,p(k, z, ε) ≡ 1

N
logZN,p(k, z, ε).

Now we have the typical problem of statistical mechanics which we solve by a method usually called the
cavity method. The idea of the cavity method is to choose one variable, e.g., JN and to try to express 〈JN 〉
through the Gibbs average of the others Ji , and then, using the symmetry of the Hamiltonian, write the self-
consistent equations for the so-called order parameters of the problem q ≡ 1

N

∑〈Ji〉2 and R ≡ 1
N

∑〈J 2
i 〉.

This procedure allows us to reduce the problem to a finite number of nonlinear equations. The rigorous
version of the cavity method was proposed in [8] and developed in [9–12]. The key problem of the
application of the cavity method is the proof of the vanishing of the correlation functions 〈JiJj 〉 − 〈Ji〉〈Jj 〉
as N → ∞. We derived this property from a geometrical statement (see Theorem 2.1 below). We consider
a general convex Hamiltonian and the Gibbs measure generated by it. Then the Gibbs average of any linear
combination of (J , e) (|e| = 1) can be expressed in terms of the two-dimensional integral with respect
to the energy U (the value of the Hamiltonian) and c = (J , e)N−1/2. The additional function, which
appears under this change of variables is the “partial entropy”, given by the logarithm of the volume of
the intersections of the level surfaces of the Hamiltonian with the hyper planes (J , e) = cN1/2. We study
these intersections using a theorem of classical geometry known since the nineteenth century as the Brunn–
Minkowski theorem [6]. From this theorem we obtain that the “partial entropy” is a concave function of
(U, c). Thus we can apply the Laplace method to evaluate the Gibbs averages. So we obtain the vanishing
of correlation functions, which allows us to find the expression for the free energy. A similar idea was used
in [1] where the results of [2] (also based on the Brunn–Minkowski theorem) have been used. We would
like to remark that, differently from [1], we cannot just use the results of [2], because they are true for RN

while the most nontrivial part of our proof (i.e., the limiting transition ε → 0) is based on similar results for
the intersections of p random half spaces.

As far as we know, the Gardner problem is one of the first problems of spin glass theory completely
solved (i.e., for all values of α and k) in a rigorous way. The explanation is that the problem (1) can be
reduced to the problem with the convex Hamiltonian (2) in the convex configuration space. It is just this
convexity that allows us to prove the vanishing of all correlation functions for all values of α and k, while,
e.g., in the Hopfield and Sherrington–Kirkpatrick models the vanishing is valid only for small enough α or
for high temperatures (see [7] for the physical theory and [11–14] for the respective rigorous results). Also
for the Gardner–Derrida [4] model there is only a justification of the Replica Simmetry solution in a certain
region of parameters (see [15]).

Our last step is the limiting transition ε → 0, i.e., the proof that θ -functions in (1) can be replaced by
H(x/

√
ε) with a small difference when ε is small enough. It is the most difficult step from the technical point

of view. It is rather straightforward to obtain that the free energy of (2) is an upper bound of log�N,p(k).
But the estimate from below is much more complicated. The problem is that to estimate the difference
between the free energies corresponding to the two Hamiltonians we, as a rule, need to have them defined
in a common configuration space, or at least, we need to know some a priori bounds for some Gibbs
averages. In the case of the Gardner problem we do not possess this information. That is why we need to
apply our geometrical theorem not only to the model (2) (for these purposes it would be enough to apply
the results of [2]) but also to some models, interpolating between (2) and (1), with a complicated random
(but convex) configuration space.

At the end we formulate our analog of the result of [2], which allows to prove the vanishing of the
correlation functions for a large class of the models of statistical mechanics.

Let {'N(J )}∞N=1 (J ∈ RN ) be a system of convex functions which have third derivatives bounded in any
compact set. Consider also a system of convex domains {(N }∞N=1 ((N ⊂ RN ) whose boundaries consist of
a finite number (may be depending on N ) of smooth pieces. Define the Gibbs measure and the free energy,
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corresponding to 'N(J ) in (N :

〈·〉'N ≡ )−1
N

∫
(N

dJ (·) e−'N(J ), )N('N) ≡
∫
(N

dJ e−'N(J ), fN('N) ≡ 1

N
log)N('N).

Denote

*̃N(U) ≡ {
J : 'N(J ) � NU

}
, *N(U) ≡ *̃N(U) ∩(N, DN(U) ≡ D̃N(U)∩(N,

where D̃N(U) is the boundary of *̃N(U). Define also f ∗
N(U) = 1

N
log

∫
J∈DN(U)

dJ e−NU .

THEOREM 2.1. – Let the functions 'N(J ) satisfy the conditions:

d2

dt2 'N(J + te)|t=0 � C0 > 0, 'N(J ) � C1(J ,J )−NC2,
∣∣∇'N(J )

∣∣ � N1/2C3(U)
(
J ∈ *̃N(U)

)
,

where e is an arbitrarily direction (|e| = 1), C0,C1,C2,C3(U) are some positive N -independent constants
and C3(U) is continuous in U (U >Umin ≡ minJ∈(N N−1'N(J ) ≡ N−1'N(J ∗)).

Assume also that there exists some finite N -independent C4 such that fN('N) � −C4.

Then for any U > Umin, f ∗
N(U) = minz>0{fN(z'N)+ zU} + O(N−1 logN), and for any e ∈ RN

(|e| = 1) and any natural p〈(
J̇ , e

)p〉
'N

� C(p),
1

N2

∑
i,j

〈
J̇i J̇j

〉2
'N

� C(2)

N

(
J̇i ≡ Ji − 〈Ji〉'N

)
with some positive N -independent C(p).
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